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Blackmer® TXD Sliding Vane Pumps Deliver Reliability, Durability for Multiple Types of Fuel Products

Grand Rapids, MI – Blackmer®, a global leader in positive displacement pumps and an operating company within Dover Corporation’s Pump Solutions Group (PSG™), announces its TXD Series of sliding vane pumps are now able to transfer multiple products such as fuel oil, diesel, kerosene, gasoline, avgas, jet fuel, biofuels, ethanol, petrochemicals, light lube oils and solvents. No matter the product, Blackmer TXD pumps can be configured to efficiently handle almost any type of fuel.

TXD pumps are available in 1.5-, 2-, 2.5-, 3- and 4-inch port sizes with flow rates from 10 to 500 U.S. gpm and pressures to 125 psi. They provide fast, quiet, trouble-free operation including excellent self-priming and dry run capabilities. Adjustable relief valves protect the pump from excessive pressure. The optional air-operated piston relief valve offers easy hose and nozzle handling. T-type strainers are available to protect pumping systems from damage caused by foreign material in the piping and tanks for the 2-, 2.5- and 3-inch pumps.

Blackmer® originated the first truck-mounted pump in 1915 and has continued to bring innovative pumping solutions ever since, earning its sliding vane technology a proven track record. The sliding vane design compensates for normal wear in the pumping chamber, ensuring like-new performance throughout the life of the unit, while the higher pumping capacities at lower speeds increase service life. The TXD pump is easily serviced without having to remove it from the truck or piping.

For more information on Blackmer® TXD Sliding Vane Pumps and all the applications in fuel transport, contact Tom Stone at stone@blackmer.com or (616) 248-9252, or visit www.blackmer.com.

Blackmer® is the leading global provider of innovative and high-quality rotary vane pump and reciprocating compressor technologies for the transfer of liquids and gasses. For more than a century, the Blackmer name has stood for unparalleled product performance, superior services and support, well-timed innovation and a commitment to total customer satisfaction. Supported by a worldwide network of distributors and original equipment manufacturers, Blackmer pumps and compressors are used in a multitude of applications in the Process, Energy, Transport and Military-Marine markets. Blackmer - headquartered in Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA - is a member of Dover Corporation’s Pump Solutions Group (PSG™).
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